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Abstract. The individual and social challenges created by population aging and especially the growing number of people labeled with dementia demand new innovative and comprehensive approaches. A broader integrative biology needs to replace reductionist, overly simplistic biomedical solutions that dominate today’s scientific discourse, particularly with regards to cognitive aging. Alzheimer’s disease is a heterogeneous syndrome characterized more fully at a system rather than molecular level. Coordinated scientific and community responses are needed including new attention to intergenerational relationships, innovative learning organizations, and empowering health practices. The Intergenerational School is a successful public charter school which provides learning opportunities for elementary school children and adults of various ages, including those with dementia. InterWell is a planned primary care and public health practice to be associated with the school. Both represent innovations that balance the sciences and the humanities in address growing social challenges associated with changes in population demographics and climate.
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INTRODUCTION

Cognitive dysfunction challenges individuals of all ages, particularly elders, and societies of all demographics, especially those with rapidly aging populations. Learning impairments of all kinds occur throughout the life course, including notably dementia in children, adults, and seniors. Such cognitive disabilities can limit participation as citizens in a democratic society and create burdens for health care systems and communities around the world. Dementia is defined as loss of cognitive abilities in someone with previously greater intellectual ability [1]; it can be static or progressive. However, dementia is also a metaphor for the challenges we face as a species [2]. Modern life is difficult to comprehend and we have arguably forgotten important lessons from history, like the devastations of war, and we are doing poorly at some of our collective activities of daily living, like eating well and disposing of our wastes [1]. Here I offer a critique of current scientific approaches to brain health and offer a broader model for inquiry, followed by an example of an educational practice which blends the natural and social sciences with the arts and humanities.

COGNITIVE AGING AND ITS LABELS

Cognitive aging is about more than just about loss of abilities. Aging presents challenges that offer...
opportunities for individual and social growth, even the emergence of wisdom. In this article I use a term that captures a full range of life course intellectual changes, i.e., Aging Associated Cognitive Challenges (AACC). Such an invented and then abbreviated term plays on the medical tendency to label aging conditions with variably defined expressions like Aging Associated Memory Impairment (AAMI), Aging-Associated Cognitive Decline (Aacd), and Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) [1, 3]. This term recognizes that aging is a lifelong process, and that changes face AACC as well as elders. The word “challenge” implies that one can adapt to an “impairment” or decline and minimize the impact on quality of life while optimizing gains like becoming more resilient, spiritually developed, and/or wiser.

More label changes in conditions related to cognitive condition are in the works. We are on threshold of DSM-V even eliminating the term dementia itself and replacing it with Major (and Mild for MCI) Neurocognitive Disorders [4]. Dementia can occur in children but youngsters are more commonly affected by words like learning disability and developmental delay. Diagnoses at all ages can lead to appropriate allocation of social resources but also have potentially harmful effects and create lower expectations for success in school or in life. Words, especially diagnostic labels, matter and the stories with which they are associated are essential to our health and humanity [5]. The importance of the invention and evolution of words and stories related to cognitive aging is a major theme in this paper.

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) constitutes perhaps the greatest socially-perceived threat to healthy aging in the later stages of life. Yet it is as much the concept of AD that is the threat rather than the actual brain changes that accompany the heterogeneous age-related conditions we currently label with one man’s name as a singular noun. In the present moment with many countries and the World Health Organization (WHO) developing strategies for addressing dementia and AACC, it is essential to understand the complexities of the problem and mount an adequately broad social response that goes beyond reductionistic, falsely hopeful approaches. To have success, such plans must recognize not only the limitations of current approaches but also other global health challenges that we face like social injustice, economic turmoil, and global climate change with associated weather weirding (i.e., more variable and destructive meteorological events). Particularly today when social, economic, and ecological devastation threatens our communities and arguably even our species, we needed to think more deeply about the words we use to label problems and work diligently and honestly to enrich the sources of genuine hope in the stories that we create to imagine a viable future. Language is a powerful and ever-evolving force for social change as keywords can capture our imaginations, particularly when embedded in powerful stories. Some old words (like Alzheimer’s and dementia) need reexamining and others (inter-generativity and ecopsychosocial, see below) perhaps employed to capture new realities.

AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

In this paper published in parallel in the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease (JAD) and the Journal of Intergenerational Relationships (JIR), I will argue that medicalization (i.e., making a complex social problem one to be addressed primarily through a medical model) and other social forces limit our current conceptions surrounding AD. They restrict the abilities of individuals and communities to imagine ways of addressing the complexities that the growing number of people with dementia in the world creates for us. We need new guidance from science but one that is less simplistic and more innovative and humble. Clinical care and research will likely be more effective if it is less discipline-based, i.e., interprofessional and transdisciplinary, and more open to integrative evolutionary systems thinking, e.g., ecopsychosocial models of health (Zeisel, Whitehouse et al, in preparation). At a social level, we need to rethink the concept of community and the relationships between humans and the rest of nature. Perhaps the dominant molecularly-oriented scientific establishment is slowly losing its grip on its messaging that has promised us solutions that are always just around the corner on the expensive march to progress. Fewer promising drugs are emerging from the pipeline that ostensibly runs from laboratory to the clinic. This notion that “cure” through genetic reductionistic medicine is our only (or at least main) hope needs to be challenged. So too we are converging on the idea that age-friendly, dementia-friendly, child-friendly, and environmentally-friendly communities are just overall healthier social forms for us all [6, 7].

An integrative primary care model embedded in community that empowers the self-efficacy of those
that it serves is essential [8]. Prevention of chronic disease is becoming the watchword in efforts to reform health systems and in conditions that affect the aging brain. As a result, worlds of possibilities are opening up to us through public health and educational programs. Stories are more powerful in defining who we are as individuals and communities than our genes, and more easily modifiable through educational and cultural processes [5]. Intergenerational relationships in learning communities offer the best hope to create new stories that foster responsibility for each other, shared power, and a sustainable future [9]. The stakes are high. If we continue along a course dominated by uncritical scientism and unbridled capitalism with resultant hype and false hope, we will lose opportunities to take other paths that not only offer a better quality of life for those with dementia but for all of us. Science is powerful but a faith in scientific and technological solutions that goes beyond a reasonable extrapolation of existing capabilities becomes a form of religious dogma. The lessons found in efforts to reimagine and reinvent “AD” may provide keys to creating a greater collective wisdom about the transformation of aging, the role of brain science, and the reality of human interdependence [1]. Is aging best viewed as a lifespan process or an end stage of being old? Should we foster the independence of elders, but also recognize that we are all heavily dependent on each other? Such questions can encourage a collective wisdom that may be essential for human flourishing and perhaps even for survival.

To address AACC, we need to foster conversations among different fields, hence the bi-located presence of this article. JAD is a high impact largely scientific and clinical journal that rightfully prides itself on fostering different perspectives about dementia. JIR is for practitioners, researchers, and educators involved in intergenerational theory, program development, and replication. In my view, the development of intergenerational learning and health programs is the most effective response to the social challenges of AD and AACC. However, the discourse in AD is rarely lifespan- or educationally-oriented. As prevention and brain health become even more salient concepts, we might eventually come to conclusions such as improving public education is the best way of enhancing brain health and preventing “so-called” AD. Such system improvements could better educate the public about science, skepticism, and critical thinking which, in turn, could challenge the hegemony of often mystifying-to-lay-people messages of limitless scientific progress.

CHALLENGING THE MYTH OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

In this article, I will summarize and criticize the latest attempts to organize our concepts of AD and related disorders in relationship to the new “diagnostic” guidelines that have been offered by the National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association [10–12] and an International Working Group [13]. The main message from these two groups, although there are inconsistencies in the two approaches like the relative emphasis on memory impairment, is that many scientific breakthroughs have occurred and clear progress is being made toward a goal of cure or at least effective interventions to slow the disease. The claim from both groups is that we need biomarkers, including cerebrospinal fluid measurements and neuroimaging, to (eventually) diagnose AD earlier and more precisely. Once new more powerful drugs eventually emerge (a presumption not often challenged by the mainstream), we can get at the root of the biological processes when they first begin and treat people before symptoms appear.

The dominant view asserts that AD biology is a disruption in a single protein processing or perhaps a few linear chains of metabolic pathways. The most common view is that a cascade of toxic amyloid-β formation is followed somehow by neuronal death and clinical symptoms and can be best arrested by a molecular pharmaceutical approach [14, 15]. The considerable heterogeneity of the biological and clinical phenomenology is often weakly acknowledged. For instance, it is becoming more common to claim that AD is a “syndrome” rather than a specific disease, but the full implications of such diversity is rarely explored, i.e., how many different drug “cures” would we need to fix the problem? Most critically the mainstream defends the unproven idea that AD is unrelated to normal aging processes. By using the label of a “disease”, medical science asserts the unexplored truisms that early diagnosis and biological therapies represent our best areas of social investment. This is a powerful example of classic medicalization of a form of human suffering that leads to doctors and scientists becoming the main power brokers [16]. Quite simply the myth of AD is that it is a single disease quite separate from aging. It is neither in my view.

The new diagnostic criteria for AD and related conditions reveal the limits of medicalization. AD is heterogeneous at many levels from genes, to clinical features like rate of progression, and to social impact. It is intimately related to aging which is the main risk factor. Hence efforts to label people earlier and earlier
with terms like “preclinical” or “Asymptomatic Alzheimer’s disease” are fraught with dangers such as creating unwarranted concern and stigma [4, 17]. Further, many experts and laypersons believe these categories are of little use in the absence of specific therapies (which, although often promised, may never come). Also, the lack of strong association between clinical features and pathological features found at autopsy undermines the very idea of AD as a condition with a specific pathology. Autopsy findings are no longer definite but rather somewhat disengaged from the clinical phenomenology. For example, it is now well known that many people have plaques without dementia.

ECOPSYCHOSOCIAL APPROACHES

The limitations of current ways of conceptualizing and labeling cognitive issues in the lives of individuals and in the cultural space that medicine occupies in our lives also affects younger people. Giving children a diagnosis such as learning disability or attention deficit disorder can offer advantages in terms of access to services but can also create self-fulfilling prophecies of poor performance. Although labels can lead to developing individualized educational programs, they can also contribute to the overuse of medication.

What is needed for all ages is an ecopsychosocial approach to addressing the individual and social issues surrounding what we call AACC (Zeisel, Whitehouse et al, in preparation). Ecopsychosocial is an approach to health that builds on the concept of biopsychosocial but emphasizes the importance of a broader biological foundation to medicine (ecological and evolutionary) and also the key impact of the built and natural as well as social environment that more dramatically affect health than molecules and genes treated in isolation [18]. For example, infectious disease patterns that cause brain damage are changing because the warming associated with climate change is altering the distribution of the agents that spread the pathogens as well as the humans who are susceptible. Cognitively damaging neurotoxins like lead are still evident in our environment. When storms and floods hit communities, the elderly, especially those with dementia, are the most vulnerable. Head injuries in civilian and military life associated with wars, increasingly being fought over access to water and other natural resources, are a growing cause of dementia. Deeper, i.e., more purposeful, and broader, i.e., more community-based, ideas for promoting brain health are needed [19] built on an ecological view of biology in relationship to psychosocial factors that examines systems of interactions over time and space. Essentially we are calling for a public health focus on dementia to balance a more purely medical one. Such broader approach requires attention to genes and medications but also to education and urban design, such as creating organizations and public spaces to foster individual and community activity.

INTERGENERATIVITY THROUGH INTERGENERATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Whatever we might know or think we know or think we can know about the label AD, it is clear that these age-related cognitive impairments like dementia present formidable challenges and opportunities to intergenerational relationships [20–22]. The so-called dependency ratio reflects the growing number of “retired” elders who depend on the productivity of a shrinking number of younger people still in the work force. One might argue that dementia and cognitive impairment across the life course are the biggest challenges of all, especially when linked to the increasing economic and ecological challenges facing the next generations of human beings.

Care will first fall to the family if available and to younger generations in general, who are somehow able to both work and provide support to the increasing number of frail elders. How we frame issues like the responsibilities of one generation for another will be addressed through intergenerational conversations and social learning. Medicine and science can play a role in informing our decision making as long as they do not distort the truth and limit options as they are doing today. We need a health care and educational system that encourages a broader view of brain aging and intergenerational relationships [23, 24]. Environmental sustainability is a key intergenerational issue [25, 26]. A guiding concept can be intergenerativity, i.e., a neologism meaning innovation through integration, going “between” idea and value spaces to create a sustainable future “beyond” [27, 28].

THE INTERGENERATIONAL SCHOOL

We need new organizational to teach us all to integrate scientific knowledge with other forms more effectively. The Intergenerational School is a high performing, public community charter school in Ohio that serves the educational needs of over 200 elementary
school children and provides learning opportunities for hundreds of adults including elders some of whom have dementia [9, 27]. The school is an intergenerative learning organization built around principles of social construction, educational excellence, life-long experiential and service learning, and participation in social and political life. Its mission is to create a community that guides individuals in learning the skills and gaining experiences that foster life-long learning and spirited citizenship. Moreover, its vision is to assist other organizations and communities transform into multiage learning entities. The school fosters creative blends of thoughts and emotions by integrating domains of human knowledge and practice, like brain health, systems thinking through gardening, and collective wisdom through narrative. The use of the latest information technology, such as virtual reality and broadband connectivity, fosters the integration of the visual arts, music, dance, and other forms of scientific and humanistic expression through multimedia and community participation.

Educational achievement is not seen as a lock-step process that marches chronologically through various age-based placements for either children or adults. The younger students are part of developmentally appropriate classes where they may stay with the same teacher for several years. Advancement to the next stage is based on a developmental assessment of each child. Parent engagement is high. Report cards are based on school citizenship and values, as well as academic performance. A zero tolerance policy for aggression and a culture of mutual respect create a positive learning environment with little classroom disruption. Adult mentors connect through educational experiences that are meaningful to them including course credit, research theses, service learning, and legacy work. In other words the adult experiences are more varied and depend on the individual learning goals and/or degree requirements for a particular program. They are not guided by any state public education curriculum as the learning of the children is. The school’s signature program is its reading mentor activities. As in most of its programs, the intergenerational learning occurs in pairs or small groups. Adults read to or listen to children read books from an extensive, richly intergenerationally themed library. But the students also share stories with elders about their lives sometimes using objects like sports medals, awards, or photographs. The intergenerational learning is relationship-based. In the information technology sphere, the younger students may lead the elders in creating a PowerPoint presentation, developing their computer skills, or going beyond that old technology to, for example, recreate our garden in a private Second Life virtual reality space or use the Microsoft Kinect technology to exercise physically and mentally with each other.

Elders with dementia participate actively in the life of the school [29]. The volunteer of the year award was given a few years ago to an elder adult who, while waiting to go on stage to receive her well-earned recognition, needed to be reminded, because of her severe short-term memory problem, that she came every week to read to the children. We have published qualitative and quantitative (a randomized controlled trial comparing peer group with school based social activities) studies demonstrating the value of learning in the school for elders with dementia. Lowered stress and enhanced sense of purpose and usefulness were part of the story of success [30].

On a regular basis, students visit long-term care facilities to engage with residents sharing various experiences to enhance brain health, like brain games and music. One such project had students interview residents from one partner facility (Judson Smart Living) about their role in protecting the local nature center in the 1960s (now the Nature Center at Shaker Lakes), which our elders and students visit frequently, from a corrupt politician who wanted to put a freeway through it. These elders included some affected by short-term memory problems but who could still share their stories and inspire the youngsters to take on their own spirited citizenship and activist roles in their community. We self-published a book entitled “The Legacy of the Clark Freeway Fighters” with the student interviews, comments from community leaders, and rich picture illustrations of the intergenerational interactions in the nature center [31].

INTERWELL.

From the beginning of the school in 2000, health, broadly defined as psychosocial well-being, has been a part of the educational environment. Now our team is developing an integrative primary care practice physically connected to the school which is itself moving to a new location in 2013. What features would an ideal model of a primary health program have? In Cleveland, we have used biomimetic principles, i.e., organismic holism with attention to ecosystem concepts and sustainability to design InterWell, an intergenerative model for practice that blends learning with individual and public health.
Interdisciplinary and interprofessional partnerships have been a constant source of innovation, including many with individuals at Case Western Reserve University. Nursing has been key since the beginning of our school in 2000 because of its holistic approaches to learning, research, and practice. Nursing students have conducted service-learning projects like health screenings and community health events. Lead poisoning was the focus of one interprofessional project involving nursing, medical, and law students. Business school students helped build our permaculture Edible Forest Garden which supports our educational efforts about obesity and the individual and community value of local foods. Case Western Reserve University professors support our use of nursing models of care to enhance self-efficacy through the use of technology and continuous quality improvement. Social workers from Fairhill Partners, the current site of the school, promote evidence-based models of chronic disease self-management. Empowering individuals to take more responsibility for their own learning and health is a critical part of our model, as is developing a sense of community commitment. Although the practice model has not yet been fully implemented, elements are in place as described above.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

In the beginning years of the school, lack of imaginative thinking on the part of our major organizations and leaders in our community has been the main barrier to our success. In the beginning, talking of a school designed for both children and elders provoked more blank stares and puzzled looks than offers to assist. Bureaucracies at every level try to force people into categories and boxes. Public school administrations and teachers' unions often seemed to conspire against children to promote adult interests. Standardized testing drains the positivitity and passion out of learning. In Ohio as in many other states, the politics are complex. Republicans promoted charter schools but also encouraged testing to standards and unaccountable for-profit models of delivery of public education. Democrats did not have the courage to demand radical change in our existing public school systems. Larger educational and health organizations did not have the vision and courage to commit to innovations like our school with the fortunate exception of some local foundations. Huge social issues, like the aging of our society and global climate change, were often not adequately considered in community organization strategic planning.

Today we are finally seeing a shift in social attitude that should make a school committed to the impactful learning and health on people and the planet more valued.

CONCLUSION

The (relatively) simultaneous publication (with approval of the editors and peer-review for both journals) of this article JAD and JIR is an attempt to bridge the wide gap between the purviews and readership of both journals. Basic biological and clinical scientists need to appreciate the broader social challenges of AACC. Social program developers, educators, and researchers need to appreciate the power (and limits) of scientific methods. As a clinician and scientist, I see the strengths of a variety of approaches but the dominance of some forms over others. In my view, intergenerational education and health programs are key to addressing successfully AACC, particularly the problems of cognitive frailty in the elderly that we currently called AD in all its variants, but also for children with learning difficulties.

An intergenerational ethic of responsibility across the generations toward fostering a sustainable future for our species and life on the planet seems essential. Perhaps biological approaches such as drugs can make some difference to brain health and people's lives in the future, but hope seems to be waning for dramatic effects, because the therapeutic target is so complex. In the middle ground between molecular biology and social science lies information technology which is often undervalued in the medical world. Digital devices of all kinds connected to social networks provide ways of treating people clinically, fostering healthy intergenerational learning connections, and enhancing our thinking about tough social problems/opportunities, like AACC [16].

It would be better for our species if we practiced more humility and hence gained more wisdom about our abilities to address the complex problems that we have helped create. Perhaps we have exceeded some threshold for disability to deal with our collective activities of daily living (e.g., food production, the concept of “waste”, and its disposition). Our ability to think about dynamic systems and to readjust our values away from material consumerism and toward sustainability and survival need enhancement. Information technology and new forms of multimedia learning that can help us address issues like global climate change and social injustice. These natural and political forces will likely
dramatically change the landscape of human cognitive disabilities. Wars over natural resources and ecological disasters contributed to by global climate change will lead to more head injuries and changes in patterns of neurologically damaging infectious diseases.

Our true hope lies in creating more intergenerative learning organizations that enhance deeper thinking and richer ethical deliberations and help communities connect with each other and the world at large. Broad conceptions of ecopsychosocial health relevant to both individuals and natural and social communities should be at the heart of such educational enterprises and public health efforts. Incorporating intergenerative approaches in a health clinic that focuses on enhancing learning will hopefully lead to a cognitively and otherwise healthier number of informed and engaged citizens. Only through that process can we hope to turn our societies away from their currently unsustainable trajectory.
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